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WILSON LOOPS IN FINITE ABELIAN LATTICE GAUGE THEORIES
MALIN P. FORSSTRÖM, JONATAN LENELLS, AND FREDRIK VIKLUND
Abstract. We consider lattice gauge theories on Z4 with Wilson action and finite Abelian gauge
group. We compute the expectation of Wilson loop observables to leading order in the weak coupling
regime, extending and refining a recent result of Chatterjee. Our proofs use neither duality relations
nor cluster expansion techniques.
1. Introduction
1.1. Lattice gauge theories. An important challenge in mathematical physics is to give precise
mathematical meaning to quantum field theories (QFTs) that appear in the Standard Model. These
QFTs describe fundamental forces in nature and elementary particle interactions. One way to
proceed is to perform a Wick rotation, discretize space-time by a four-dimensional Euclidean lattice,
and then try to approximate the continuum QFT by a well-defined probabilistic theory defined on
the lattice. Such lattice models are called lattice gauge theories and have been studied since at least
the 1970s (see, e.g., [7]). The hope is that one can take a scaling limit of the lattice model and
in this way somehow obtain a rigorously defined continuum field theory. This has proved difficult
except in simpler cases of limited physical relevance. However, it is also natural to study lattice
gauge theories in their own right as statistical mechanics models, and this is the point of view we
take here. We refer to [5] for further background and references.
1.2. Wilson action. In order to state our main results, we need to give a few definitions. The
graph Z4 has a vertex at each point x P Z4 with integer coordinates and an edge between nearest
neighbors, oriented in the positive direction, so that there are exactly four positively oriented edges
emerging from each vertex, denoted by ei, i “ 1, . . . , 4. We will let ´ei denote the edge ei with the
opposite orientation. Each pair ei and ej of directed edges defines an oriented plaquette ei ^ ej . If
i ă j, we say that the plaquette ei^ ej is positively oriented, and if i ą j, we say that the plaquette
ei ^ ej “ ´ej ^ ei is negatively oriented. Given N P N, let BN “ Z4 X r´N,N s4. Write EN for
the set of oriented edges contained in BN and E
`
N Ă EN for the set of positively oriented edges.
Write PN for the oriented plaquettes whose edges are all contained in BN and P
`
N Ă PN for the
positively oriented plaquettes. Let pG,`q be finite Abelian group which throughout the paper will
be assumed to be non-trivial. The group elements will provide the “spins” for our model. Let ρ be
a faithful and unitary matrix representation of G of dimension d. One example to keep in mind is
G “ Zn. In this case an example of a faithful and unitary representation is given by j ÞÑ e2πij{n,
implying that ρpGq “ tek¨2πi{nukPt1,2,...,nu consists of the nth roots of unity. Next, let ΣEN be the
set of functions σ : EN Ñ G with the property that σpeq “ ´σp´eq. For e P EN , we will write
σe :“ σpeq, and note that pσeqePEN is a 1-form on EN . Each element pσeq P ΣEN induces a spin
configuration on the oriented plaquettes in PN by assigning
σp :“ σe1 ` σe2 ` σe3 ` σe4 , p P PN (1)
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where e1, e2, e3, e4 are the edges in the boundary Bp of p (directed according to the orientation of
the plaquette p). We define the Wilson action with gauge group G by
Spσq “ SG,N pσq “ ´
ÿ
pPP`
N
ℜptrpρpσpqqq “ ´1
2
ÿ
pPPN
ℜptrpρpσpqqq, σ P ΣEN .
Letting µH denote the product Haar measure on ΣEN “ GEN , we obtain an associated probability
measure µβ,N on ΣEN by weighting µH by the Wilson action:
dµβ,N pσq “ Z´1G,β,Ne´βSpσqdµHpσq.
Note that dµβ,N induces a measure on spin configurations on plaquettes by (1). It will be useful to
define the function φβ : GÑ R, by
φβpgq :“ eβℜptrpρpgqqq, g P G. (2)
While lattice gauge theories with finite Abelian gauge group are not of known direct physical
significance in the context of the Standard Model, they have been studied in the physics literature,
see, e.g., [4, 1] and the references therein.
1.3. Main results. In a seminal paper [7], Wilson introduced a particular observable in order to
study quark confinement in lattice gauge theories, see also, e.g., [5]. We say that a loop with edges
tejuNj“1 is simple if no edge is repeated. (In particular, we allow the corresponding walk on vertices
to have double points.) A simple cycle is a finite collection of disjoint simple loops. The length |γ|
of a cycle γ is the number of edges in γ. An edge e P γ is said to be a corner edge in γ if there is
another edge e1 P γ which shares a plaquette with e. Given a simple cycle γ Ă BN , the Wilson loop
observable Wγ is defined on ΣEN by
Wγ :“ tr
´
ρ
´ÿ
ePγ
σe
¯¯
.
We will apply Ginibre’s inequality in Section 2.3 to see that, for a fixed γ, the limit
xWγyβ :“ lim
NÑ8
Eβ,N rWγs
exists and is translation invariant. Here Eβ,N denotes expectation with respect to the measure µβ,N ,
using free boundary conditions.1
We can now state our main result which extends Theorem 1.1 of [3] to the case when the gauge
group is finite and Abelian and the representation is unitary, faithful, and d-dimensional (for some
integer 1 ď d ă 8). In the statement, θipβq denotes the ith eigenvalue of the matrix
Θpβq “
ř
gPG ρpgqφβpgq6ř
gPG φβpgq6
(3)
and
λpβq :“ max
gPGrt0u
φβpgq{φβp0q.
Since ρ is a faithful representation of G, λpβq ă 1. See also Theorem 1.2.1 of [2].
1We do not claim that there is a unique infinite volume limiting probability measure on spin configurations on
Z
4, independent of the choice of boundary condition on BN . We may however consider subsequential limits, and the
particular observable we are interested in does not depend on the choice of limit.
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Theorem 1.1. Consider lattice gauge theory with Wilson action corresponding to a finite and
Abelian gauge group G and a unitary and faithful d-dimensional representation ρ of G. Then there
exists β0 ą 0 such that the following holds when β ě β0. Let γ be a simple oriented cycle in Z4.
There exist constants C 1 and C2, which are independent of β and γ, such that if ℓ0 is the number
of corner edges in γ, then ˇˇˇ
ˇxWγyβ ´
dÿ
i“1
e´ℓp1´θipβqq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď C 1”
c
ℓ0
ℓ
` λpβq
ıC2
. (4)
Remark 1.2. In Section 3, where a proof of this result is given, we give exact expressions for the
constants C 1 and C2 in (4). Using Remark 3.5, it follows from these equations that if ρ is one-
dimensional, then C2 can be taken arbitrarily close to 1{5 by choosing β0 sufficiently large.
Remark 1.3. Our proofs can easily be modified to work for closely related actions as well, such as
the Villain action. Also, with very small modifications, they work for any lattice Zm with m ě 3.
Remark 1.4. In Section 2.2, we will show that there always exists a representation ρˆ which gives
the same theory as ρ and for which ρˆpgq is diagonal for every g P G. If we for i P t1, 2, . . . , du and
g P G let ρi,ipgq denote the pi, iq-entry of the matrix ρpgq, define
λipβq :“ max
gPG : ρˆi,ipgq­“1
φβpgq{φβp0q
and
Λi :“
!
g P G : ρˆi,ipgq ­“ 1 and φβpgq{φβp0q “ λipβq
)
,
then, as β Ñ8, we have that
1´ θipβq „ λipβq6 ¨
ř
gPΛi
ρˆi,i
`
g
˘
|Λi| .
This implies in particular that in order for the second term in (4) to be non-trivial in the limit,
ℓλipβq6 needs to be bounded away from infinity for at least some i P t1, 2, . . . , du.
1.4. Relation to other work. This paper was inspired by, and builds upon, a recent paper of
Chatterjee [3]. There, lattice gauge theory with Wilson action and gauge group G “ Z2 was
considered. Chatterjee obtained an expression for the first order term of the expected value of a
Wilson loop in the limit as β and |γ| tend to infinity simultaneously as in Theorem 1.1. This paper
extends and refines Chatterjee’s result for the Wilson action to the case of a general finite Abelian
gauge group and a faithful and unitary representation. In contrast to the argument in [3], our
argument does not use duality relations. While we were preparing this paper, Cao’s preprint [2]
appeared. Cao obtains a more general result than our main theorem, which also allows for non-
Abelian finite groups. However, we believe the present paper, while less general, is still of interest
because our approach is quite different from Cao’s. Whereas the approach of [2] relies on a cluster
expansion and Stein’s method, ours is based on a rather elementary estimate of the probability for
a plaquette to be part of a vortex of a given size.
Acknowledgements. MPF acknowledges support from the European Research Council, Grant
Agreement No. 682537. JL is grateful for support from the Göran Gustafsson Foundation, the
Ruth and Nils-Erik Stenbäck Foundation, the Swedish Research Council, Grant No. 2015-05430,
and the European Research Council, Grant Agreement No. 682537. FV acknowledges support
from the Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation, the Swedish Research Council, and the Ruth and
Nils-Erik Stenbäck Foundation. Thanks go to Juhan Aru for comments on an earlier version of our
paper.
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2. Preliminaries
This section collects some basic definitions and material needed for the proof of our main result.
In some cases, if we could not find a clean reference, we have included derivations of results even
though they could be considered well-known. We will freely use notions and results from discrete
exterior calculus as discussed in Section 2 of [3].
In the rest of the paper, we will assume that a finite Abelian gauge group, G, and a unitary and
faithful representation ρ of G have been fixed.
2.1. Notation and terminology. We will use the following notation and terminology.
‚ φβ will denote the function defined in (2) with parameter β.
‚ ΣE will denote the set of spin configurations on a set of edges E.
‚ ΣP will denote the set of spin configurations on a given set of plaquettes P which can arise
from a spin configuration on the corresponding set of edges E.
‚ P peq will denote the set of (oriented) plaquettes in Z4 which contain the (oriented) edge e.
‚ A surface is a set of plaquettes.
‚ d, δ, ˚ will denote the discrete exterior derivative operator, discrete coderivative operator,
and discrete Hodge dual operator, respectively. See Section 2 of [3].
‚ Bc will denote the set of all oriented plaquettes that belong to the boundary of the oriented
3-cell c. If we let f be the 3-form that is equal to 1 on c and equal to 0 otherwise, then δf
is a 2-form which is a (signed) indicator function for the plaquettes in Bc. Similarly, when
p is a plaquette, Bp will denote the set of edges in the boundary of p.
‚ Given a matrix A, Ai,j will denote the element in row i and column j.
2.2. Diagonal representations. Recall that the trace of a matrix is invariant under a change
of basis. Moreover, note that the definitions of φβ, µβ,N and Wγ depend on the representation
ρ only through its trace. This implies in particular that if A is an invertible matrix, then the
representations ρ and ρˆ :“ AρA´1 are both representations of G, and define the same theory. In
this case, we say that the two representations ρ and ρˆ are equivalent. Since for any g, g1 P G, the
matrices ρpgq and ρpg1q commute and are invertible, the matrices pρpgqqgPG can be simultaneously
diagonalized. In other words, there is a representation ρˆ which is equivalent to ρ and which is
such that ρˆpgq is diagonal for each g P G. Since assuming that ρpgq is diagonal for each g P G will
sometimes simplify calculations, we can, and will, assume that ρ is already in this form. If ρ has this
form, then, since ρ is a unitary representation, all the diagonal elements of ρpgq are roots of unity
for each g P G. Moreover, if ρ has this form, then since the eigenvalues of a diagonal matrix are
equal to its diagonal elements, and eigenvalues are invariant under a change of basis, the eigenvalues
of the matrix Θ defined in (3) are given by
θipβq “
ř
gPG ρi,ipgqφβpgq6ř
gPG φβpgq6
, i P t1, 2, . . . , du.
2.3. Ginibre’s inequality. The following result is proved in [6]. We will use it to prove existence of
the infinite volume limit and translation invariance of the expectations of Wilson loop observables.
This result is well-known and it is often stated in the literature that this fact follows from Ginibre’s
inequalities, but since we have not found a clean reference, we give the short argument below.
Theorem 2.1 (Ginibre’s inequality). Let pΓ, µq be a finite probability space. For real-valued func-
tions f and h on Γ, let
xfyh “
ż
fpxqe´hpxq dµpxq
Nż
e´hpxq dµpxq.
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Let A be a set of real-valued functions on Γ such that for any f1, f2, . . . , fm P A and any choice of
signs σ1, σ2, . . . , σm, ĳ
µpxqµpyq
mź
i“1
pfipxq ` σifipyqq ě 0.
Then, for any f, g,´h in the convex cone generated by A,
xfgyh ě xfyhxgyh.
We want to apply this theorem with Γ “ GEN , where EN is the set of edges in the box BN , and
µ is the corresponding (normalized) Haar measure. By Example 4 in [6], we can let A be the set
of real-valued positive definite functions on Γ. It is well known that if ρi,ipgq is a root of unity for
each g P G and i P t1, 2, . . . , du, then the functions ρi,i
`ř
ePBp
σe
˘
, i.e., the functions of the type
fpσq “ ρi,i
`ś
ePBp σe
˘
, are positive definite. This implies in particular that for each i P t1, 2, . . . , du,
the function ´hppσpqq “ β
ř
pPP ℜpρi,ipσpqq is in the cone ConeA generated by A for any set of
plaquettes P . Moreover, since any function which depends on only a finite number of plaquettes
can be written as a finite weighted sum of the characters of GEN , any such function is in ConeA.
(See also Example 4 in [6].)
To get an infinite volume limit, one argues as follows. Fix M,N P N and assume that N ě M .
For pσpq P ΣPN , let
hpσq :“ eβM
řd
i“1
ř
pPPM
ℜ
`
trpρpσpqq
˘
`βN
ř
pPPNrPM
ℜ
`
trpρpσpqq
˘
and
hN pσq :“ eβ
ř
pPPN
ℜ
`
trpρpσpqq
˘
.
Then for any function f P ConeA, we have
d
dβN
xfyh “ d
dβN
ZBN ,hxfyh
ZBN ,h
“
A
fpσq
ÿ
pPPNrPM
trpρpσpqq
E
h
´ xfyh
A ÿ
pPPNrPM
trpρpσpqq
E
h
.
Since f P ConeA implies that fpσqřpPPNrPM tr`ρpσpq˘ P ConeA, applying Ginibre’s inequality it
follows that
d
dβN
xfyh ě 0
and hence xfyh is increasing in βN . Since f depends only of a finite set of plaquettes P , }f}8 ă 8,
and hence we can apply the monotone convergence theorem to conclude that limNÑ8xfyhN exists.
Moreover, this limit is translation invariant. To see this, let τ be a translation of Z4, let f be a
function which depends only on the set of plaquettes in B Ď BM , and let N be so large that BM ,
τBM , and τ
´1BM are all contained in BN . Then
xf ˝ τyhN “ xfyhN˝τ´1 ě xfyhM
and
xfyhN “ xf ˝ τ ˝ τ´1yhN “ xf ˝ τyhN˝τ ě xf ˝ τyhM .
Letting first N and then M tend to infinity, the translation invariance follows.
2.4. Spins on edges and plaquettes. While the probability measure µβ,N is defined by weighting
a measure on edge spin configurations, we are primarily interested in the corresponding measure on
plaquette spin configurations. To describe the latter measure, we first note that not all plaquette
spin configurations arise from edge spin configurations. The exterior derivative operator d maps spin
configurations pσeq on edges to spin configurations pσpq on plaquettes by d
`pσeqePEN ˘ “ pσpqpPPN .
Hence, if we let ΣPN denote the set of spin configurations on plaquettes in PN that can arise from
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some spin configuration on the set of edges EN in a box BN , then by the discrete Poincaré lemma
(see Lemma 2.2 of [3]), pσpq P ΣPN if and only if d
`pσpqpPPN ˘ “ 0.
Suppose that f is a function which depends on σ P ΣEN only through the corresponding plaquette
configuration pσpqpPPN P ΣPN . Then
Eβ,N
“
fpσq‰ “ Z´1EN ,β ÿ
σPΣ
E
`
N
fpσq
ź
pPPN
φβ
´ÿ
ePBp
σe
¯
“ Z´1PN ,β
ÿ
σPΣ
P
`
N
fpσq
ź
pPPN
φβ
`
σp
˘
.
The second equality above follows because, by the Poincaré lemma, each spin configuration in ΣEN
corresponds to a spin configuration in ΣPN , and each spin configuration in ΣPN corresponds to the
same number of spin configurations in ΣEN .
2.5. Simple loops and oriented surfaces. We say that a collection of oriented plaquettes P Ď
PN , is an oriented surface. A useful idea when estimating the expectation of the Wilson loop
observable is that the product of all spins along the loop can be written as a product of plaquette
spins over an oriented surface whose boundary is equal to the loop. We next state and prove a
lemma which describes this connection between oriented surfaces P and oriented simple loops γ.
Lemma 2.2. Let γ be an oriented simple loop in BN . Then there exists an oriented surface P Ď PN
such that ÿ
ePγ
σe “
ÿ
pPP
σp (5)
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 in [3], there is a set of plaquettes Pˆ Ď PN such that BPˆ “ suppγ. We will
show that there is a unique way to assign orientations to the plaquettes in any such set Pˆ in such
a way that (5) holds. We will prove this by using induction on |Pˆ |. If |Pˆ | “ 1, then Pˆ “ tpu for
some plaquette p P PN , so we have either γ “ Bp or γ “ ´Bp, and hence (5) holds. Assume that the
statement of the lemma holds whenever the set Pˆ contains at most k elements, and assume that γ
corresponds to a set Pˆ with |Pˆ | “ k ` 1. Then there is at least one plaquette pˆ0 P Pˆ which is such
that either
(i) there are exactly one or three edges in EN which are in both Bpˆ0 and γ (in any orientation),
or
(ii) there are exactly two edges in EN which are in both Bpˆ0 and γ (in any orientation), and these
two edges are adjacent.
Fix one such plaquette, and let γ0 be the closed loop which agrees with γ on all edges that are not
boundary edges of pˆ0 and which satisfies supp γ0 “ BPˆ r tpˆ0u. Since |Pˆ r tpˆ0u| “ k, there is a
unique way to assign orientations to the plaquettes in Pˆ rtpˆ0u to obtain a set of oriented plaquettes
P0 for which (5) holds. By the definition of γ0, there is now a unique way to assign an orientation
to pˆ0, to obtain an oriented set of plaquettes P for which (5) holds. This concludes the proof. 
2.6. Vortices. The following definition will play a crucial role in this paper. We mention that an
alternative definition will be given in Section 2.7.
Definition 2.3 (Vortex). Let σ be a spin configuration on EN . A set of plaquettes V Ď PN is said
to be a vortex in σ if
(i) ´p P V whenever p P V ,
(ii) the function ν : PN Ñ G defined by
νppq :“
#
σp if p P V
0 otherwise
(6)
satisfies dν “ 0.
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A vortex V in a spin configuration σ is said to be irreducible if there is no nonempty proper
subset V 1 Ă V such that V 1 is also a vortex. The function ν given in (6) will be called the vortex
function corresponding to V . If a vortex function ν corresponds to an irreducible vortex, then ν
will be referred to as irreducible.
When G “ Z2, our definition of an irreducible vortex is equivalent to Chatterjee’s definition of a
vortex in [3].
We now make a few observations about vortices. The next observation, although simple, will be
crucial in a later proof.
Lemma 2.4. Let pσeq be a spin configuration on EN , and let V be a vortex in σ. For each p P PN ,
define
σVp :“
#
0 if p P V
σp otherwise.
(7)
Then pσVp q P ΣPN .
Proof. Let ν be the function defined in (6). Then σVp “ σp´ νppq for any p P PN . Since pσpq P ΣPN
and dν “ 0 by assumption, it follows that
dσV “ dσ ´ dν “ 0´ 0 “ 0
and hence pσVp q P ΣPN as desired. 
The next lemma is a discrete version of the Bianchi identity. It will be used in Section 2.8 to
bound the number of vortices of a given size.
Lemma 2.5. If pσpq P ΣPN , then for any oriented 3-cell c in BN we haveÿ
pPBc
σp “ 0. (8)
The previous lemma follows immediately from the fact that the plaquettes in the product above
are oriented so that each edge is counted exactly twice, once in each direction.
We now state and prove the following lemma, which is similar to Lemma 3.2 in [3]. In this lemma,
a plaquette p is said to be an internal plaquette of an oriented surface Q corresponding to a loop γ,
if no edge in BpY´Bp is in γ.
Lemma 2.6. Let pσeq be a spin configuration on the edges of Z4, and let V be a vortex in σ, with
corresponding vortex function ν. Let γ be an oriented loop and let Q be a corresponding oriented
surface (in the sense of Lemma 2.2). If there is a cube B containing V which is such that ˚˚BXQ
consists of only internal plaquettes of Q, thenÿ
pPQ
νppq “ 0. (9)
Proof. Since ν is a vortex function, we have dν “ 0, and hence, by Lemma 2.3 in [3], δ˚ν “ 0. Using
the assumptions of the lemma, it follows from Lemma 2.4 in [3] that ˚ν is zero outside ˚B, which
by Lemma 2.7 in [3] implies that ˚ν “ ´δg for some 3-form g that is zero outside ˚B. Utilizing [3,
Lemma 2.3] again, we conclude that ν “ ˚˚ν “ dp˚gq.
Let
S :“
ÿ
pPQ
νppq.
Then S P G, and since Q is finite, the sum is finite. We need to show that S “ 0. To that end, note
that
S “
ÿ
pPQ
d˚gppq “
ÿ
pPQ
ÿ
ePBp
˚gpeq “
ÿ
ePγ
˚gpeq
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where γ is the boundary of Q, and the last equality follows from the fact that Q is an oriented
surface.
Let us say that a 3-form is elementary if it is non-zero on exactly one 3-cell. Then the 3-form
g is the sum of finitely many elementary 3-forms that are zero outside ˚B. Since the Hodge-star
operator is additive, it will follow that S “ 0 if we show thatÿ
ePγ
˚g0peq “ 0 (10)
for any elementary 3-form g0 that is zero outside ˚B. Take any such g0. Then ˚g0 is an elementary
1-form on the primal lattice. Let c be the cell where g0 is non-zero and let e “ ˚c be the edge
where ˚g0 ­“ 0. Let P peq be the set of all plaquettes containing e. Then P peq is the set of duals
to the boundary plaquettes of c. In particular, the elements of P peq are plaquettes in ˚˚B. Let
Q0 “ Q X P peq. Then Q0 Ď ˚˚B X Q, and hence by assumption, all elements of Q0 are internal
edges of Q. In particular, e must be an internal edge of Q, i.e. e R γ. Clearly, this implies that (10)
holds, and hence the desired conclusion follows. 
Our next lemma gives an alternative description of vortices as isolated sets of plaquettes with
non-zero spin.
Lemma 2.7. Let σ P ΣEN be a configuration on the edges of EN . Let V be a bounded subset of PN
which is such that
(i) ´p P V whenever p P V ,
(ii) if p R V is a boundary plaquette for a 3-cell which intersects V , then σp “ 0.
Finally, define ν : PN Ñ G by
νppq “
#
σp if p P V or ´ p P V
0 otherwise.
(11)
Then dν “ 0, and hence V is a vortex in σ.
Proof. Since pσpq P ΣPN , there is a 1-form h : EN Ñ G which is such that dhppq “ σp. This
implies in particular that dhppq “ νppq for all plaquettes for which νppq “ σp. By assumption, this
holds for any plaquette p which is a boundary plaquettes of at least one 3-cell which intersects V .
This implies in particular that if c is a 3-cell which has a boundary plaquette which is in V then
dνpcq “ dpdhqpcq “ d2hpcq “ 0. On the other hand, if no boundary plaquette of c intersects V ,
then, since ν is zero away from V , we also have that dνpcq “ 0. This shows that dνpcq “ 0 for all
3-cells c in Z4, which is the desired conclusion. 
We now use the previous lemma to prove the following lemma, which generalizes Lemma 3.3
in [3].
Lemma 2.8. For any configuration pσpq P ΣPN , the set V “ tp P PN |σp ‰ 0u can be uniquely
written as a disjoint union V “ YNvj“1Vj of irreducible vortices.
Proof. Consider the graph with vertex set V and an edge between two plaquettes p1, p2 P V if and
only if there is a 3-cell c such that p1, p2 P Bc. Let Vˆ1, Vˆ2, . . . , be the vertex sets for the connected
components of this graph. By Lemma 2.7, the sets Vˆi are vortices in σ. It remains to show that
these vortices can be split into irreducible vortices. To see this, note first that since PN is finite, so
is each vortex Vˆi. Thus the desired conclusion follows if we can show that if W1 ĎW2 Ď Vˆi are two
vortices, then so is W2 rW1. Given a subset W Ď Vˆi, define νW by
νW ppq “
#
σp if p PW,
0 otherwise.
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By definition, W Ď Vˆi is a vortex in σ if and only if dνW “ 0. Since d is a linear operator, we have
dνW2rW1 “ dpνW2 ´ νW1q “ dνW2 ´ dνW1 “ 0´ 0 “ 0,
and hence the lemma follows. 
2.7. Subgroup vortices. The assumptions on the representation ρ in Theorem 1.1, i.e. ρ is faithful
and unitary, will naturally define subgroups of G as follows.
Recall from Section 2.2 that we can assume that ρpgq is diagonal for each g P G. Next, note that
when this holds, then for each i P t1, 2, . . . , du, ρi,i is a unitary and one-dimensional representation
of G. Let G
piq
0
:“ ker ρi,i. Then Gpiq0 is a normal subgroup of G, and ρi,i naturally defines a
faithful representation of Gpiq :“ G{Gpiq
0
. Moreover, any element g P G can be uniquely written
as pgp0,iq, gpiqq, where gp0,iq P Gpiq
0
and gpiq P G{Gpiq
0
. Using this decomposition for some fixed i P
t1, 2, . . . , du, if σ “ pσp0,iq, σpiqq P ΣEN is a spin configuration using the gauge group G, then σpiq
is a spin configuration on EN using the gauge group G
piq, and σp0,iq is a spin configuration on EN
using the gauge group G
piq
0
. Conversely, if σpiq is a spin configuration on EN using the gauge group
Gpiq and σp0,iq is a spin configuration on EN using the gauge group G
piq
0
, then pσp0,iq, σpiqq is a spin
configuration on EN using the gauge group G.
The main reason for introducing the decomposition above is that using it, all results in the
previous sections can be applied to σpiq instead of σ. In particular, we will use the following
definition, which generalizes Definition 2.3.
Definition 2.9 (Gpiq-vortex). Let σ be a spin configuration on EN (using the gauge group G). Let
i P t1, 2, . . . , du. A set of plaquettes V Ď PN is said to be a Gpiq-vortex in σ if
(i) ´p P V whenever p P V ,
(ii) the function ν : PN Ñ Gpiq defined by
νppq :“
#
σ
piq
p if p P V
0 otherwise
(12)
satisfies dν “ 0.
2.8. Distribution of vortices. In this section we give upper bounds for a few probabilities related
to the distribution of vortices. In particular, we give proofs of the natural analogues of Corollaries
6.2 and 6.3 in [3]. Even when the gauge group is Z2, which is the case studied in [3], our proofs are
different from the proofs in [3], and do not require that the model has a dual or that the rate of
convergence of expected values of finitely supported functions is known.
Recall from Section 2.2 that we can assume that ρpgq is a diagonal matrix for every g P G. Given
this assumption, we have
λipβq “ max
gPG : ρi,ipgq­“1
φβpgq{φβp0q.
It follows immediately from the definition of φβ that λipβq Ñ 0 as β Ñ8.
Proposition 2.10 (Compare with Theorem 6.1 of [3]). Assume that G is a finite Abelian group
and let ρ be a faithful, unitary and diagonal d-dimensional representation of G. Consider lattice
gauge theory with gauge group G and representation ρ in a box BN , and let i P t1, 2, . . . , du. Let
P Ď P`N be any finite set of plaquettes and ν a Gpiq-valued function with support exactly on P Y´P ,
which is such that dν “ 0. Then the probability that σpiq and ν agree on P is bounded from above
by λipβq|P |.
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Proof. Fix i P t1, 2, . . . , du. Let EP be the event that σpiqp “ νppq for all p P P and, similarly, let E0P
be the event that σ
piq
p “ 0 for all p P P . For each σ P EP , define the plaquette configuration σP by
σPp :“
#
pσp0,iqp , 0q if p P P
σp otherwise.
Since dν “ 0, Lemma 2.4 implies that pσPp q P ΣPN . Moreover, the mapping σ ÞÑ σP is a bijection
from EP to E
0
P . Define φ
piq
β
:“ exp`βℜ`ρi,ipσpq˘˘ and note that φβ “śdi“1 φpiqβ . Then
µβ,N pEP q ď
ř
σPEP
ś
pPP`
N
φβpσpqř
pσpqPΣPN
ś
pPP`
N
φβpσpq ď
ř
σPEP
ś
pPP`
N
φβpσpqř
σPE0
P
ś
pPP`
N
φβpσpq
“
ř
σPEP
ś
pPP`
N
φβpσpqř
σPEP
ś
pPP`
N
φβpσPp q
“
ř
σPEP
ś
pPP`
N
rP φβpσpq
ś
pPP`
N
XP φβpσpqř
σPEP
ś
pPP`
N
rP φβpσPp q
ś
pPP`
N
XP φβpσPp q
“
ř
σPEP
ś
pPP`
N
rP
φβpσpq
ś
jPt1,2,...,du
´ś
pPP`
N
XP φ
pjq
β pσpq
¯
ř
σPEP
ś
pPP`
N
rP
φβpσPp q
ś
jPt1,2,...,du
´ś
pPP`
N
XP φ
pjq
β pσPp q
¯
ď
ř
σPEP
ś
pPP`
N
rP φβpσpq
ˆś
jPt1,2,...,durtiu
´ś
pPP`
N
XP φ
pjq
β pσpq
¯˙ś
pPP`
N
XP φ
piq
β pσpq
ř
σPEP
ś
pPP`
N
rP
φβpσPp q
ˆś
jPt1,2,...,durtiu
´ś
pPP`
N
XP φ
pjq
β pσpq
¯˙ś
pPP`
N
XP φ
piq
β pσPp q
“
ś
pPP`
N
XP φ
piq
β pνppqqś
pPP`
N
XP φ
piq
β p0q
“
ź
pPP
`
φ
piq
β pνppqq{φpiqβ p0q
˘ ď λipβq|P |.

We now use the previous lemma to provide a proof of the following result, which extends Corollary
6.2 in [3]. In contrast to the proof of the corresponding result in [3], we use neither any duality of
the model, nor the rate of decay of correlations. Interestingly, this lemma is the only place in the
proof of Theorem 1.1 which requires that β is sufficiently large.
Proposition 2.11 (Compare with Corollary 6.2 in [3]). Assume that G is a finite Abelian group
and let ρ be a faithful, unitary, and diagonal d-dimensional representation of G. Consider lattice
gauge theory with gauge group G and representation ρ in a box BN . Fix any β0 ą 0 which is such
that 5p|G| ´ 1qλipβq ă 1 for all β ą β0 and all i P t1, 2, . . . , du. Assume that β ą β0. Then the
probability that a plaquette p P PN belongs to an irreducible Gpiq-vortex of size ěM is bounded from
above by
C
pM,iq
0
λipβqM ,
where
C
pM,iq
0
:“ 5
M´2p|Gpiq| ´ 1qM´1
1´ 5p|Gpiq| ´ 1qλipβq
. (13)
Proof. Let m be a positive integer and let p be a plaquette. Fix an arbitrary ordering of all the
3-cells in Z4 at distance at most m from p. We will now describe an algorithm through which any
irreducible Gpiq-vortex function, whose support contains p and has size at most m, can be found.
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Let Q1 :“ tpu and choose any element g1 P Gpiq r t0u. Define a function ν1 : PN Ñ Gpiq by
ν1pp1q :“
$’&
’%
g1 if p
1 “ p
´g1 if p1 “ ´p
0 otherwise.
Suppose sets of plaquettes Q1, . . . , Qj and functions ν1, . . . , νj are given for some j P t1, 2, . . . ,m´1u.
Then define pQj`1, νj`1q as follows:
(i) If dνj “ 0, set Qj`1 :“ Qj and νj`1 :“ νj .
(ii) If dνj ı 0, there is at least one 3-cell c P BN for which dνjpcq ­“ 0. Let cj be the first 3-
cell (with respect to the ordering of the 3-cells) for which dνjpcjq ­“ 0. There are then three
possibilities:
(a) For all plaquettes p P Bcj , either p or ´p is in Qj . In this case there is no irreducible
Gpiq-vortex function ν which agrees with νj on Qj. Set Qj`1 :“ Qj and νj`1 “ νj.
(b) There are (at least) two (distinct) plaquettes p P Bcj which are such that neither p
nor ´p is in Qj. Pick one such plaquette pj and any element gj P Gpiq r t0u. Define
Qj`1 :“ Qj Y tpju and for each p1 P PN , let
νj`1pp1q :“
$’&
’%
gj if p
1 “ pj
´gj if p1 “ ´pj
νjpp1q otherwise.
(14)
(c) There is exactly one plaquette pj P Bcj such that neither p nor ´p is in Qj. In this case,
set Qj`1 :“ Qj Y tpju and let gj be the unique element in Gpiq which is such that the
function νj`1 defined in (14) satisfies dνj`1pcjq “ 0. Let νj`1 be this function.
Given the ordering of the 3-cells, each irreducible Gpiq-vortex function ν, with p P supppνq and
| supppνq| ď m corresponds to at least one sequence ν1, ν2, . . . , νm which can be found by the
algorithm above.
At the first step of the algorithm, we are given a plaquette p and can let g1 be any element
in Gpiq r t0u. At the j:th step of the algorithm for j P t2, . . . ,m ´ 1u, we have at most five
different choices for pj, and at most |Gpiq|´ 1 different choices for gj . Finally, at the last step of the
algorithm, if we construct a Gpiq-vortex of size m, there is exactly one way to choose pm and gm.
It follows that the number of irreducible vortices of size exactly m that contain p can be at most
5m´2p|Gpiq| ´ 1qm´1.
By Proposition 2.10, if νm is an irreducible G
piq-vortex function, then the probability that
σpiq agrees with νm on Pm :“ supppνmq for a random configuration σ is at most λipβq|Pm|. If
| supppνmq| “ m, then this probability is hence at most equal to λipβqm. This implies in particular
that
µβ,Npp is in an irreducible vortex of size ěMq ď
8ÿ
m“M
5m´2p|Gpiq| ´ 1qm´1λipβqm.
The right-hand side in the previous equation is a geometric sum, which converges exactly if
5p|Gpiq| ´ 1qλipβq ă 1.
In this case, we obtain the upper bound
5M´2p|Gpiq| ´ 1qM´1λipβqM
1´ 5p|Gpiq| ´ 1qλipβq
.
From this the desired conclusion follows.

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3. Proof of the main result
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1.1. To this end, fix a finite Abelian group G
and a unitary and faithful d-dimensional representation of G, and consider lattice gauge theory on
Z
4 with gauge group G, representation ρ, and Wilson action. Our proof closely follows the proof of
Theorem 1.1 in [3].
By Section 2.3, the limit xWγyβ “ limNÑ8 µβ,N pWγq exists, where µβ,N is the probability measure
on configurations on BN with free boundary data. By a compactness argument (see Section 6 of
[3]), we may find a convergent subsequential limit of pµβ,N qNě1 viewed as probability measures on
spin configurations on the edges of Z4 (fixing the values to be 0 say outside BN ). Fix such a limit
µβ and note that xWγyβ “ µβpWγq.
Recall that we have assumed that ρpgq is a diagonal matrix for each g P G (see Section 2.2), and
that we have defined
λipβq “ max
gPG : ρi,ipgq­“1
φβpgq{φβp0q.
and
θi “ θipβq “
ř
σePG
ρi,ipσeqφβpσeq6ř
σePG
φβpσeq6 .
We now introduce the additional notation
Wγpiq :“ ρi,i
´ÿ
ePγ
σe
¯
and note that
Wγ “ tr
´
ρ
´ÿ
ePγ
σe
¯¯
“
dÿ
i“1
ρi,i
´ÿ
ePγ
σe
¯
“
dÿ
i“1
Wγpiq.
The main part of the proof of Theorem 1.1 is divided into two lemmas, Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.3,
the first of which we state now. This lemma is useful whenever ℓλipβq6 is bounded from above.
Lemma 3.1 (Compare with Lemma 7.1 in [3]). In the setting of Theorem 1.1, for each i P
t1, 2, . . . , du we have
|µβpWγpiqq ´ e´ℓp1´θiq| ď CpiqA e2C
˚
i ℓλipβq
6
„c
ℓ0
ℓ
` λipβq

,
where
C
piq
A
:“ C
p6,iq
0
` C˚i
C˚i
` 2C1C
p7,iq
0
C˚i
` 1
C˚i
` 5C
p25,iq
0
23pC˚i q4
` 3
2
, (15)
and C1, C
˚
i , C
p7,iq
0
, and C
p25,iq
0
are defined by (17), (23), and (13) respectively.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Fix some i P t1, 2, . . . , du. Since γ has length ℓ, there is a cube B of width
ℓ which contains γ. By Lemma 2.2, there is an oriented surface Q inside B such that γ is the
boundary of Q. Let σ be a random configuration drawn from the Gibbs measure µβ. Let A1 be the
event that there is no Gpiq-vortex of size ě 25 in the configuration σ which intersects Q. Then, by
Proposition 2.11 and a union bound,
µβpA1q ě 1´ Cp25,iq0 ℓ4λipβq25.
Let V be the set of Gpiq-vortices that intersect Q. By definition,
Wγpiq “ ρi,i
´ÿ
pPQ
σp
¯
“ ρi,i
´ ÿ
PPV
ÿ
pPPXQ
σp
¯
.
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Let V0 be the set of all members of V that have size ď 24 and define
W 0γ piq :“ ρi,i
´ ÿ
PPV0
ÿ
pPPXQ
σp
¯
.
If the event A1 occurs, then Wγpiq “W 0γ piq, and hence
µβ
´ˇˇ
Wγpiq ´W 0γ piq
ˇˇ¯ ď 2p1´ µβpA1qq ď 2Cp25,iq0 ℓ4λipβq25.
Let b be the smallest number such that any Gpiq-vortex of size ď 24 is contained in a box of width
b. By the definition of a Gpiq-vortex, b is a finite universal constant. Let Q1 be the set of plaquettes
p P Q that are so far away from γ that any cube of width b ` 2 containing p does not intersect γ.
Let V1 be the set of all P P V0 that intersect Q1. Take any P P V1. Then, by the definition of Q1
and V1, it follows that any cube B of width b that contains P has the property that ˚˚B XQ only
contains internal plaquettes of Q. Therefore, by Lemma 2.6ÿ
pPPXQ
σp “ 0.
This implies that if we set V2 “ V0 r V1, then
W 0γ piq “ ρi,i
´ ÿ
PPV2
ÿ
pPPXQ
σp
¯
. (16)
Let A2 be the event that no G
piq-vortex of size ě 7 intersects Q r Q1. Since each plaquette of
QrQ1 is contained in a cube of width b` 2 which intersects γ, it follows that
|QrQ1| ď C1ℓ, (17)
where C1 is a universal constant which depends on b. Therefore, by Proposition 2.11 and a union
bound,
µβpA2q ě 1´ C1Cp7,iq0 ℓλipβq7. (18)
Recall that P peq denotes the set of plaquettes containing an edge e. It is easy to see that any
vortex has size at least six, and that any vortex of size six is equal to P peq for some edge e. Such a
vortex will be called a minimal vortex. Let V3 be the set of minimal G
piq-vortices that intersect Q
but not Q1, and define
W 3γ piq :“ ρi,i
´ ÿ
PPV3
ÿ
pPPXQ
σp
¯
.
If the event A2 occurs, then V3 “ V2, and hence by (16), W 0γ “W 3γ . Consequently, by (18),
µβp|W 0γ ´W 3γ |q ď 2p1´ µβpA2qq ď 2C1Cp7,iq0 ℓλipβq7.
Next, let V4 be the set of all G
piq-vortices in V3 that are equal to P peq Y P p´eq for some e P γ
and define
W 4γ piq “ ρi,i
´ ÿ
PPV4
ÿ
pPPXQ
σp
¯
.
Note that if e in an internal edge of Q and p P P peq, then Bp contains exactly one edge with with
non-zero spin in σ, namely e. Since Q is oriented and e is an internal edge, the contributions from
e cancel, and hence
W 3γ piq “ ρi,i
´ ÿ
PPV3
ÿ
pPPXQ
σp
¯
“ ρi,i
´ ÿ
PPV4
ÿ
pPPXQ
σp
¯
“W 4γ piq.
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Finally, let V5 be the set of all members of V4 that are equal to P peqYP p´eq for some non-corner
edge e. Define
W 5γ piq “ ρi,i
´ ÿ
PPV5
ÿ
pPPXQ
σp
¯
.
Let A3 be the event that there is no corner edge e such that P peq Y P p´eq is a Gpiq-vortex. By
Proposition 2.11 and a union bound,
µβpA3q ě 1´ ℓ0λipβq6.
If A3 occurs, then W
4
γ piq “W 5γ piq, and hence
µβp|W 4γ piq ´W 5γ piq|q ď 2p1 ´ µβpA3qq ď 2ℓ0λipβq6.
If P P V5, then P “ P peq Y P p´eq for some edge e P γ. Since Q is oriented and e P γ, by
definition, we have ÿ
pPP peqXQ
σp “ σe,
and hence if we let E5 be the set of non-corner edges which are such that P peqYP p´eq is a minimal
Gpiq-vortex, then
W 5γ piq :“ ρi,i
´ ÿ
PPV5
ÿ
pPPXQ
σp
¯
“ ρi,i
´ ÿ
ePE5
ÿ
pPP peqXQ
σp
¯
. (19)
Now note that for edges e P γ which are not corner edges, the sets P peq Y P p´eq are disjoint.
Moreover, note that if P peqYP p´eq is a minimal Gpiq-vortex, then ρi,ipσpq is, up to the orientation
of e in p, the same, and non-zero, for all p P P peq Y P p´eq. In other words, if we for e P Bp Y ´Bp
let
Ippeq :“ Ipe P Bpq ´ Ip´e P Bpq,
then for any p, p1 P P peqY´P peq, we have that ρi,ipσpq ¨ Ippeq “ ρi,ipσp1q ¨ Ip1peq. With this in mind,
let E6 denote the set of all non-corner edges e P γ which are such that for all p, p1 P P peq Y P p´eq,
ρpi,iqpσp ´ Ippeqσeq ¨ Ippeq “ ρpi,iqpσp1 ´ Ip1peqσeq ¨ Ip1peq.
In other words, the set E6 consists of all non-corner edges e P γ which are such that the representa-
tion ρi,i of the sum of the spins around p, excluding e, is the same for each p P P peq YP p´eq when
oriented such that e is traversed in the positive direction. If P peqYP p´eq is a minimal Gpiq-vortex,
then ρi,ipσeq “ ρi,ipσpq for any p P P peq which is oriented in this way. This implies in particular
that we can choose a plaquette pe P P peq Y P p´eq for each e P E5 in such a way that
W 5γ piq “ ρi,i
´ ÿ
ePE5
σpe
¯
.
On the event A2, we have E5 “ E6, and hence on this event
W 6γ piq :“ ρi,i
´ ÿ
ePE6
σpe
¯
“W 5γ .
Again using (18), we have
µβp|W 5γ piq ´W 6γ piq|q ď 2p1´ µβpA2qq ď 2C1Cp7,iq0 ℓλipβq7. (20)
Let γ1 be the set of all non-corner edges of γ. Further, let γ
1 be the set of edges e P γ which are
such that there are p, p1 P P peq Y P p´eq with ρi,ipσp ` σp1q ­“ 0 if we orient p and p1 in such a way
that σe cancels in the product. This implies in particular that if we condition on the spins of all
edges which are not in γ1 (the non-corner edges of γ), then we can recognize the set γ
1. Note that
E6 “ γ1 r γ1. Let µ1β denote conditional probability and conditional expectation given pσeqeRγ1 .
Since no two non-corner edges belong to the same plaquette, it is not hard to verify that under
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this conditioning, pσeqePγ1 are independent spins. Moreover, by the argument above, conditioning
on the spins outside γ1 determines γ
1. Next, for e P γ1 r γ1, let σe be the sum of the edges in pe,
excluding σe (recall that pe P P peq Y P p´eq is oriented such that e is positive in pe). Then
µ1β
`
W 6γ piq
˘ “ µ1β
ˆ
ρi,i
´ ÿ
ePγ1rγ1
σpe
¯˙
“ µ1β
ˆ ź
ePγ1rγ1
ρi,i
`
σpe
˘˙ “ ź
ePγ1rγ1
µ1β
´
ρi,i
`
σpe
˘¯
“
ź
ePγ1rγ1
” ÿ
σePG
ρi,i
`
σe ` σe
˘ φβpσe ` σeq6ř
σePG
φβpσe ` σeq6
ı
“
” ř
σePG
ρi,i
`
σe
˘
φβpσeq6ř
σeG
φβpσeq6
ı|γrγ1|
.
(21)
Recall that
θi “
ř
σePG
ρi,ipσeqφβpσeq6ř
σePG
φβpσeq6 .
Then
µβpW 6γ piqq “ µβpµ1βpW 6γ piqqq “ θ|γ1|i µβpθ´|γ
1|
i q. (22)
Since ρ is a unitary representation of G, for any σe P G we have that
φβp´σeq “ eβℜptrpρp´σeqqq “ eβℜptrpρpσeq´1qq “ eβℜptrpρpσeqqq “ eβℜptrpρpσeqqq
“ eβℜptrpρpσeqqq “ φβpσeq.
Also since ρ is unitary, we have that |ρi,ipσeq| ď 1 for all σe P G, and hence θi ď 1. Moreover, if we
define
C˚i :“ sup
βąβ0
„ř
σePG
`
1´ ρi,ipσeq
˘
φβpσeq6ř
σePG
φβpσeq6 ¨ λipβq
´6

, (23)
then
θi “ 1´
ř
σePG
`
1´ ρi,ipσeq
˘
φβpσeq6ř
σePG
φβpσeq6 ě 1´ C
˚
i λipβq6.
This implies in particular that
1´ C˚i λipβq6 ď θi ď 1 (24)
and shows that, for any 0 ď j ď ℓ,
θ
´j
i ď θ´ℓi ď p1´ C˚i λipβq6q´ℓ ď eC
˚
i ℓλipβq
6
. (25)
Consequently, for any 1 ď j ď ℓ,
θ
´j
i ´ 1 ď jθ1´ji pθ´1i ´ 1q ď C˚i jλipβq6eC
˚
i ℓλipβq
6
. (26)
By combining (22) and the triangle inequality, we get
|µβpW 6γ piqq ´ θℓi | “ |θ|γ1|i µβpθ´|γ
1|
i q ´ θℓi | “ |θ|γ1|i
`
µβpθ´|γ
1|
i q ´ 1
˘´ θℓ1i `θℓ0i ´ 1˘|
ď |θ|γ1|i pµβpθ´|γ
1|
i q ´ 1q| ` θℓ1i pθ´ℓ0i ´ 1q.
By (26) and the fact that θi ď 1, we have
|θ|γ1|i pµβpθ´|γ
1|
i q ´ 1q| ` θlipθ´ℓ0i ´ 1q ď |pµβpθ´|γ
1|
i q ´ 1q| `C˚i ℓ0λipβq6eC
˚
i λipβq
6
and hence
|µβpW 6γ piqq ´ θℓi | ď |pµβpθ´|γ
1|
i q ´ 1q| ` C˚i ℓ0λipβq6eC
˚
i λipβq
6
. (27)
Now recall that any plaquette p with ρi,ipσpq ­“ 1 is contained in a Gpiq-vortex, and that any
vortex has size at least six. Therefore, by Corollary 2.11, the probability that any given plaquette
p has ρi,ipσpq ­“ 1 is bounded from above by Cp6q0 λipβq6. Consequently,
µβp|γ1|q ď Cp6,iq0 ℓλipβq6.
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Thus for any j ą 0,
|µβpθ´|γ
1|
i q ´ µβpθ´|γ
1|
i 1t|γ1|ďjuq| “ µβpθ´|γ
1|
i 1t|γ1|ąjuq
ď θ´ℓi µβpt|γ1| ą juq ď
θ´ℓi µβp|γ1|q
j
ď θ
´ℓ
i C
p6,iq
0
ℓλipβq6
j
(25)
ď C
p6,iq
0
ℓλipβq6eC˚i ℓλipβq6
j
.
(28)
On the other hand, we have
|µβpθ´|γ
1|
i 1t|γ1|ďjuq ´ 1| ď θ´ji ´ 1
(26)
ď C˚i jλipβq6eC
˚
i λipβq
6
. (29)
Combining (28) and (29), using the triangle inequality and choosing j “ ?ℓ, we obtain
|µβpθ´|γ
1|
i q ´ 1| ď pCp6,iq0 ` C˚i q
?
ℓλipβq6eC˚i ℓλipβq6 .
Combining this with (27), we infer that
|µβpW 6γ piqq ´ θℓi | ď
”Cp6,iq
0
` C˚i?
ℓ
` C
˚
i ℓ0
ℓ
ı
¨ ℓλipβq6eC˚i ℓλipβq6 . (30)
Combining the equations above, we obtain
|µβpWγpiqq ´ θℓi | ď |µβpW 6γ piqq ´ θℓ| ` µβp|W 6γ piq ´W 5γ piq|q ` µβp|W 5γ piq ´W 4γ piq|q
` µβp|W 4γ piq ´W 3γ piq|q ` µβp|W 3γ piq ´W 0γ piq|q ` µβp|W 0γ piq ´Wγpiq|q
ď
”Cp6,iq
0
` C˚i?
ℓ
` C
˚
i ℓ0
ℓ
ı
¨ ℓλipβq6eC˚i ℓλipβq6 `
”
2C1C
p7,iq
0
ℓλipβq7
ı
`
”
2ℓ0λipβq6
ı
`
”
0
ı
`
”
2C1C
p7,iq
0
ℓλipβq7
ı
`
”
2C
p25,iq
0
ℓ4λipβq25
ı
“
”Cp6,iq
0
` C˚i
C˚i
?
ℓ
` ℓ0
ℓ
ı
¨ C˚i ℓλipβq6eC
˚
i ℓλipβq
6
`
!2C1Cp7,iq0 λipβq
C˚i
` ℓ0
C˚i ℓ
)
¨
”
2C˚i ℓλipβq6
ı
` C
p25,iq
0
λipβq
23pC˚i q4
”`
2C˚i ℓλipβq6
˘4ı
.
(31)
Using that x ď ex and that x4 ď 5ex for x ą 0, it follows that
|µβpWγpiqq ´ θℓi | ď
"
C
p6,iq
0
` C˚i
C˚i
?
ℓ
` 2C1C
p7,iq
0
λipβq
C˚i
` ℓ0
C˚i ℓ
` ℓ0
ℓ
` 5C
p25,iq
0
λipβq
23pC˚i q4
*
¨ e2C˚i ℓλipβq6
ď
"
C
p6,iq
0
` C˚i
C˚i
` 2C1C
p7,iq
0
C˚i
` 1
C˚i
` 1` 5C
p25,iq
0
23pC˚i q4
*
¨
„c
ℓ0
ℓ
` λipβq

¨ e2C˚i ℓλipβq6.
(32)
Finally, combining the inequality |aℓ ´ bℓ| ď ℓ|a´ b| with Taylor’s theorem, we find
ˇˇ
θℓi ´ e´ℓp1´θiq
ˇˇ ď ℓ|θi ´ e´ℓp1´θiq| ď ℓp1´ θiq2
2
ď ℓpC
˚
i q2λipβq12
2
ď e
2C˚i ℓλipβq
6
2ℓ
.
Combining this with (32), the desired conclusion follows.

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Remark 3.2. The error term in the proof of Lemma 3.1 is made to work well together with the
error term in Lemma 3.3 below. However, some of the estimates above are far from optimal,
especially when ℓλipβq6 ! 1. In particular, we several times use the estimate x ď ex, applied with
x “ C˚ℓλipβq6, which when ℓλipβq6 ! 1 replaces something which is very small with something
which is very close to one. An example of an upper bound on |µβpWγq ´ θℓ| which is much better
than the bound given in (32) whenever ℓλipβq6 ă 1 in fact immediately follows from (31):
|µβpWγq ´
dÿ
i“1
θℓi | ď
dÿ
i“1
!
C
p6,iq
0
eC
˚
i ` C˚i eC
˚
i ` 4` eC˚i `Cp25,iq
0
` 4C1Cp7,iq0
)”cℓ0
ℓ
` λipβq
ı
ℓλipβq6.
When ℓλipβq6 ! 1, the right-hand side of this inequality is much smaller than the right-hand side
of (4), enabling us describe the behaviour of µβpWγq in greater precision than what follows from
Theorem 1.1.
Another alternative upper bound can be found by using the fact that
C˚i ℓλipβq6 “ pC˚i q1{6ℓ1{6λipβq
`
C˚i ℓλipβqq6
˘5{6 ď pC˚i q1{6ℓ1{6λipβqeC˚i ℓλipβq6
to obtain (again using (31))
|µβpWγq ´
dÿ
i“1
θℓi | ď
”Cp6,iq
0
` C˚i
pC˚i q5{6ℓ1{3
` 2C1C
p7,iq
0
C˚i
` 5C
p25,iq
0
23pC˚i q4
` pC
˚
i q1{6
`
1` C˚i
˘
ℓ0
C˚i ℓ
5{6
ı
¨ λipβqe2C
˚
i ℓλipβq
6
.
If ℓ0{ℓ5{6 is bounded from above, then using this inequality instead of (32) would result in removing
the term
a
ℓ0{|γ| from the inequality in Theorem 1.1 for a slightly different constant C 1. This might
be useful if e.g. ℓ0{ℓ5{6 ă 1 and λipβq !
b
ℓ0
|γ| .
Our next lemma, which generalizes Lemma 7.12 in [3], is useful when ℓ " λipβq6.
Lemma 3.3. In the setting of Theorem 1.1, for each i P t1, 2, . . . , du, we have
|µβpWγq| ď
dÿ
i“1
e´C˚pℓ´ℓ0qλipβq
6
, where C˚ :“
1´ cos`2π{| ker ρi,i|˘
|G| .
Before we give a proof of Lemma 3.3, we will prove the following technical lemma, which will be
crucial in the proof of Lemma 3.3. In this lemma, as in the rest of this section, we assume that ρ
is a d-dimensional, faithful and unitary representation of G, which is such that ρpgq is a diagonal
matrix for each g P G.
Lemma 3.4. Let K be a finite non-empty set and for each k P K, let gk P G. Finally, let
i P t1, 2, . . . , du. Then, if β is sufficiently large, we haveˇˇˇ
ˇ
ř
gPG ρi,ipgq
ś
kPK φβpg ` gkqř
gPG
ś
kPK φβpg ` gkq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ď 1´ C˚λipβq6. (33)
Remark 3.5. Under stronger assumptions, the constant C˚ on the right hand side can be made
much better. For example, if the representation ρ is one-dimensional, the exact same proof gives
the same result but with C˚ replaced by
Cˆ
piq
˚ “ inf
βąβ0
max
gPG : ρi,ipgq­“1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
ř
gPGp1´ ρi,ipgqqφβpgq|K|ř
gPG φβpgq|K|
ˇˇˇ
ˇ.
Proof. Fix i P t1, 2, . . . , du and let
Sβpi, tgkuq :“
ř
gPG ρi,ipgq
ś
kPK φβpg ` gkqř
gPG
ś
kPK φβpg ` gkq
.
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Define the subsets G0 and G1 of G by
G0 :“ argmax
gPG
ź
kPK
φβpg ` gkq, G1 :“ argmax
gPGrG0
ź
kPK
φβpg ` gkq.
Since ź
kPK
φβpg ` gkq “ exp
´
β
ÿ
kPK
dÿ
j“1
ℜ
`
ρj,jpg ` gkq
˘¯
,
these sets are independent of the choice of β. Moreover, for any g0 P G0, g1 P G1 and g2 P
Gr pG0 YG1q, we have
ÿ
kPK
dÿ
j“1
ℜ
`
ρj,jpg0 ` gkq
˘ ą ÿ
kPK
dÿ
j“1
ℜ
`
ρj,jpg1 ` gkq
˘ ą ÿ
kPK
dÿ
j“1
ℜ
`
ρj,jpg2 ` gkq
˘
and hence, as β Ñ 8, ź
kPK
φβpg0 ` gkq "
ź
kPK
φβpg1 ` gkq "
ź
kPK
φβpg2 ` gkq. (34)
In particular, this implies that
lim
βÑ8
ˇˇ
Sβpi, tgkuq
ˇˇ “ 1|G0| ¨
ˇˇ ÿ
gPG0
ρi,ipgq
ˇˇ
. (35)
Since ρ is a unitary representation and ρpgq is a diagonal matrix for each g P G we have that
|ρi,ipgq| “ 1 for all g P G. If ρi,i is not constant on G0, it thus follows from (35) that
lim
βÑ8
ˇˇ
Sβpi, tgkuq
ˇˇ ă 1 “ lim
βÑ8
1´ C˚λipβq|K| (36)
and hence the desired conclusion holds in this case.
Now assume that ρi,i is constant on G0. Note that this implies that |G0| ď | ker ρi,i| ă |G|. Also,
note that in this case, both sides of (33) tend to 1 as β Ñ 8. Since ρ is unitary and faithful, for
any fixed β ą 0, both sides of (33) are strictly smaller than 1, and hence the desired conclusion will
follow if we can show that the convergence of the right hand side is much faster than that of the
left hand side. To this end, note first that for any g1 P G,
ˇˇ
Sβpi, tgkuq
ˇˇ “
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ř
gPG ρi,ipgq
ś
kPK φβpg ` gkqř
gPG
ś
kPK φβpg ` gkq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ “
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ř
gPG ρi,ipg ` g1q
ś
kPK φβppg ` g1q ` gkqř
gPG
ś
kPK φβppg ` g1q ` gkq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ř
gPG ρi,ipgqρi,ipg1q
ś
kPK φβppg ` g1q ` gkqř
gPG
ś
kPK φβppg ` g1q ` gkq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ “ ˇˇˇρi,ipg1qˇˇˇ ¨
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ř
gPG ρi,ipgq
ś
kPK φβpg ` pg1 ` gkqqř
gPG
ś
kPK φβpg ` pg1 ` gkqq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ř
gPG ρi,ipgq
ś
kPK φβpg ` pg1 ` gkqqř
gPG
ś
kPK φβpg ` pg1 ` gkqq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ “ ˇˇSβpi, tgk ` g1uqˇˇ,
and hence we can assume that 0 P G0. Using the assumption that ρi,i is constant on G0, this implies
that ρi,ipgq “ 1 for all g P G0. Next, note that
Sβpi, tgkuq “ 1´
ÿ
gPG
p1´ ρi,ipgqq
ź
kPK
φβpg ` gkq
φβp0` gkq ¨
ś
kPK φβp0` gkqř
gPG
ś
kPK φβpg ` gkq
. (37)
Using (34), it follows that ś
kPK φβp0` gkqř
gPG
ś
kPK φβpg ` gkq
Õ |G0|´1, as β Ñ8.
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Define
GK :“
 
g P G : `@j P t1, 2, . . . , du : ρj,jpgq “ 1 or ρj,jpgkq “ 1 for all k P K˘(.
We will first show that for all gˆ R GK , as β Ñ8, we have
max
gPtgˆ,´gˆu
ź
kPK
φβpg ` gkq
φβp0` gkq " maxgPtgˆ,´gˆu
φβpgq|K|
φβp0q|K|
“ max
gPtgˆ,´gˆu
ź
kPK
φβpg ` 0q
φβp0` 0q (38)
or equivalently, that
max
gPtgˆ,´gˆu
dÿ
j“1
ℜ
´`
ρj,jpgq ´ 1
˘ ÿ
kPK
ρj,jpgkq
¯
ą max
gPtgˆ,´gˆu
dÿ
j“1
ℜ
´`
ρj,jpgq ´ 1
˘ ÿ
kPK
ρj,jp0q
¯
.
We will show that this inequality holds by showing that for any g R GK ,
dÿ
j“1
ℜ
´`
ρj,jpgq ´ 1
˘ ÿ
kPK
ρj,jpgkq
¯
`
dÿ
j“1
ℜ
´`
ρj,jp´gq ´ 1
˘ ÿ
kPK
ρj,jpgkq
¯
ą 2 max
gPG : ρi,ipgq­“1
dÿ
j“1
ℜ
´`
ρj,jpgq ´ 1
˘ ÿ
kPK
ρj,jp0q
¯
.
To this end, fix some g R GK and note that
(i) cospθq ` cosp´θq ă cospθ ` θ1q ` cosp´θ ` θ1q whenever θ P pπ{2, πq and θ1 P p0, 2πq, and
(ii) ρj,jp´gq ´ 1 “ ρi,ipgq ´ 1.
Combining these two observations, it follows that for any j P t1, 2, . . . , du such that řkPK ρj,jpgkq ­“ř
kPK ρj,jp0q “ |K| and ρj,jpgq ­“ 1,
ℜ
´`
ρj,jpgq ´ 1
˘ ÿ
kPK
ρj,jpgkq
¯
` ℜ
´`
ρj,jp´gq ´ 1
˘ ÿ
kPK
ρj,jpgkq
¯
ą ℜ
´`
ρj,jpgq ´ 1
˘ ÿ
kPK
ρj,jp0q
¯
` ℜ
´`
ρj,jp´gq ´ 1
˘ ÿ
kPK
ρj,jp0q
¯
.
Since g R GK by assumption, there is at least one j P t1, 2, . . . , du such that this holds, and hence
dÿ
j“1
ℜ
´`
ρj,jpgq ´ 1
˘ ÿ
kPK
ρi,ipgkq
¯
` ℜ
´`
ρj,jp´gq ´ 1
˘ ÿ
kPK
ρi,ipgkq
¯
ě
dÿ
j“1
ℜ
´`
ρj,jpgq ´ 1
˘ ÿ
kPK
ρi,ip0q
¯
` ℜ
´`
ρj,jp´gq ´ 1
˘ ÿ
kPK
ρi,ip0q
¯
“ 2
dÿ
j“1
ℜ
´`
ρj,jpgq ´ 1
˘ ÿ
kPK
ρi,ip0q
¯
.
This show that (38) holds.
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To compete the proof of the theorem, note that since limβÑ8 Sβpi, tgkuq “ 1 by assumption and
ℜ
`
1´ ρj,jpgq
˘ ă 0. Using (38), this implies in particular that for any sufficiently large β,
ˇˇ
Sβpi, tgkuq
ˇˇ ď
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ1´ ÿ
gPG
p1´ ρi,ipgqq ¨ φβpgq
|K|
φβp0q|K|
¨
ś
kPK φβp0` gkqř
g1PG
ś
kPK φβpg1 ` gkq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
“ 1´
ÿ
gPG
p1´ ρi,ipgqq ¨ φβpgq
|K|
φβp0q|K|
¨
ś
kPK φβp0` gkqř
g1PG
ś
kPK φβpg1 ` gkq
“ 1´
ÿ
gPG
p1´ℜpρi,ipgqqq ¨ φβpgq
|K|
φβp0q|K|
¨
ś
kPK φβp0` gkqř
g1PG
ś
kPK φβpg1 ` gkq
ď 1´
ÿ
gPG
p1´ℜpρi,ipgqqq ¨ φβpgq
|K|
φβp0q|K|
¨ 1|G|
ď 1´
´
1´ cos`2π{| ker ρi,i|˘¯ ¨ λipβq|K| ¨ 1|G| .
This concludes the proof.

Proof of Lemma 3.3. Fix some i P t1, 2, . . . , du. As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, let γ1 be the set
of all non-corner edges of γ, and let µ1β denote conditional probability and conditional expectation
given pσeqeRγ . As observed earlier, pσeqePγ1 are independent spins under this conditioning.
Take any e P γ1. When p P P peq, let σep :“ σp ´ σe. Then, for any σˆe P G,
µ1βpσe “ σˆeq “
ś
pPP peq φβpσep ` σˆeqř
σ1ePG
ś
pPP peq φβpσep ` σ1eq
.
This implies that for any i P t1, 2, . . . , du, the expected value of ρi,ipσeq under µ1β is given by
|µ1βpρi,ipσeqq| “
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
ř
σˆePG
ρi,ipσˆeq
ś
pPP peq φβpσep ` σˆeqř
σ1ePG
ś
pPP peq φβpσep ` σ1eq
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇ.
Applying Lemma 3.4, with K “ P peq, it follows that
|µ1βpρi,ipσeqq| ď 1´ C˚λipβq6.
This implies in particular that
|µ1βpρi,ipσeqq| “ 1´ C˚λipβq6 ď e´C˚λipβq
6
.
Since the edge spins pσeqePγ1 are independent given this conditioning, we obtain, for any i P
t1, 2, . . . , du,
ˇˇ
µ1β
`
ρi,ip
ÿ
ePγ1
σeq
˘ˇˇ “ ˇˇˇź
ePγ1
µ1β
`
ρi,ipσeq
˘ˇˇˇ “ ź
ePγ1
ˇˇ
µ1β
`
ρi,ipσeq
˘ˇˇ ď e´C˚pℓ´ℓ0qλipβq6 .
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Define W 1γpiq :“ ρi,ip
ř
ePγ1
σeq and let µ2β be the measure we get when we condition on σe for all
σe R γ1. Thenˇˇ
µβpWγpiqq
ˇˇ “ ˇˇµβ`ρi,i`ÿ
ePγ
σe
˘˘ˇˇ “ ˇˇµβ`ź
ePγ
ρi,ipσeq
˘ˇˇ “ ˇˇˇµβ´ź
ePγ0
ρi,ipσeqµ2β
` ź
ePγrγ0
ρi,ipσeq
˘¯ˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇ
µβ
´ź
ePγ0
ρi,ipσeqµ1β
` ź
ePγrγ0
ρi,ipσeq
˘¯ˇˇˇ ď µβ´ˇˇˇź
ePγ0
ρi,ipσeq
ˇˇˇ
¨
ˇˇˇ
µ1β
` ź
ePγrγ0
ρi,ipσeq
˘ˇˇˇ¯
ď µβ
´ˇˇˇ
µ1β
` ź
ePγrγ0
ρi,ipσeq
˘ˇˇˇ¯ ď e´C˚pℓ´ℓ0qλipβq6 .
This concludes the proof. 
We are now ready to give a proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We only need to prove the result for ℓ0 ă ℓ{2, because the claim is automatic
if ℓ0 ě ℓ{2.
From Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3, for each i P t1, 2, . . . , du we are given the two bounds
|µβpWγpiqq ´ e´ℓp1´θiq| ď CpiqA ¨ e2C
˚
i ℓλipβq
6 ¨
„c
ℓ0
ℓ
` λipβq

. (39)
and
|µβpWγpiqq| ď e´C˚pℓ´ℓ0qλipβq6 .
From the second of these, using the triangle inequality, it follows that
|µβpWγpiqq ´ e´ℓp1´θiq| ď e´ℓp1´θipβqq ` e´C
piq
˚ pℓ´ℓ0qλipβq
6
ď e´C˚ℓλipβq6 ` e´ 12C˚ℓλipβq6 ď 2e´ 12C˚ℓλipβq6.
Combining this with (39), we obtain
|µβ
`
Wγpiq
˘´ e´ℓp1´θiq|1`4C˚i {Cpiq˚
ď CpiqA e2C
˚ℓλipβq
6
”cℓ0
ℓ
` λipβq
ı
¨
”
2e´
1
2
C
piq
˚ ℓλipβq
6
ı4C˚i {Cpiq˚
“ CpiqA 24C
˚
i {C
piq
˚
”cℓ0
ℓ
` λipβq
ı
.
To obtain the conclusion of the theorem, note that by the triangle inequality
|µβ
`
Wγ
˘´ dÿ
i“1
e´ℓp1´θiq| ď
dÿ
i“1
|µβ
`
Wγpiq
˘ ´ e´ℓp1´θiq|
and hence by the previous equation, if we let
C˚ :“ min
iPt1,2,...,du
1{p1 ` 4C˚i {C˚q
it follows that
|µβ
`
Wγ
˘´ dÿ
i“1
e´ℓp1´θiq| ď
dÿ
i“1
!
pCpiqA 24C
˚
i {C˚q1{p1`4C˚i {C˚q
)
¨
”cℓ0
ℓ
` λipβq
ı1{p1`4C˚i {C˚q
.
Finally, to obtain (4), note that since ρpgq is a diagonal matrix, the matrix Θ defined in (3)
is also a diagonal matrix, and hence the diagonal elements of Θ are exactly its eigenvalues, i.e.
θi “ Θi,i. Since the eigenvalues of a matrix are invariant under a change of basis, the desired
conclusion follows. 
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